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ABSTRACT

BECAUSE OF THY EXCEEDING FAITH A choreographic PORTRAL OPOF

WOMEN IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

wendy L bone

department of dance

master of arts

this thesis is a choreographic exploration that illumiillupiilluminatesnates and defines moments in

the lives of women who are mentioned in the book of mormon these women are

sariah the wife of king lamonilamentlamont and abish her servant and the ammonite mothers of

helamanslamansHe two thousand stripling warriors it is through these stories that their faith was

evident by understanding the roles these women played in the history of the book of

mormon we can use their example to strengthen our own testimonies

it was discovered through this process that although one can read about the life of

another a deeper understanding comes through the creation and expression of movement

communication skills were also developed as choreography was created depicting a

specific moment without being flamboyant and disruptive the greatest discovery

however came from theme overwhelming positive response received from the performers

and the audience many expressed the emotions they felt during and after the
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performance describing it as one of the greatest spiritual experiences they have had
through dance
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chapter I11

introduction

members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints can draw strength

from the book of mormon by gaining a greater understanding of gods plan and by

following examples set by those in this book the book of mormon contains hundreds of

examples of faithful followers with over one hundred and fifty passages that refer to

women of these references only six are mentioned by name three of them being

biblical women williams and bowen 37 the limited writings about these women may

give the reader the illusion that women are somehow less important because of the

dominant focus on male figures this is not the case former president of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints howard W hunter said whether it be mother sariah

or the simple maid abish servant to the lamanite queen each made contributions

unacknowledged by the eyes of men but not unseen by the eyes of god 67

the impact of these women through their example of faith love kindness and

virtue can help build our own testimonies today men and women can find comfort and

strength in the example of the unnamed lamanite queen who believed in her husband as

he lay struck down by the spirit she sought counsel from a spiritually reliable source

and with great faith and devotion watched over her husband through the long dark nights

as he lay unresponsive when teaching our own children about faith we can ponder the

accounts of the ammonite women and their conviction to teach their children the truth

sariah went into the wilderness with faith and trust in the worthiness of her husband

this great example can be a guide to us in having faith in our leaders there is much to

learn from each one of the trials these great women experienced if we can learn from
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their examples and follow in their footsteps we too will be blessed with the strength to

make a difference

art is a way to open our senses to the lives of these great women through art

we can communicate spiritual truths through symbols which will enlighten our own

understanding of who we are through a process of blending of art mediums throughout

this thesis created by members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints I1 hope

to bring a greater understanding of these women finding a place where artistic endeavors

and religious beliefs can become one in spirit

statement of purpose

the purpose of this study was to choreograph a dance that interprets and

illuminates defining moments from the lives of women who are mentioned in the book of

mormon these women were sariah the wife ofking lamoni abish their servant and

the ammonite mothers ofofhelamanshelarnansHelarheiarnans two thousand stripling warriors the choreography

was a religious work that integrated visual art and poetry which members of the church

of jesus christ of latter day saints created using these women as inspiration this work

was entitled because of thy exceeding faith

justification

since the beginning of the last dispensation during the early 1800s dance has

been encouraged and supported by the leaders of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints even as early as the migration to salt lake city dance was implemented in

worship during one of the darkest hours of the journey in the harsh winter months

brigham young received a revelation which reads in part if thou art merry praise the
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lord with singing music with dancing and with a prayer ofpraise and thanksgiving

reynolds and sjodahl 32

past and present leaders of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints have

taught us the importance of dance in building the kingdom of god dance can be a way

to enhance our worship joseph hovey shares an experience in his autobiography that

describes brigham youngs dedication of a meetinghouse president young called

together a band to pay tribute to those who had helped in the construction young then

took the floor in a jubilant celebration of music and dance setting a pattern for the rest of

the spectators to follow after which he knelt in prayer hovey states 1I can truly say that

the prayer that was offered up and the music and the dance were controlled with the spirit

of god that caused me to shed a flow of tears ofjoyofloyofjoy truly I1 was led to say this was the

way the ancient fathers praised the lord in a dance reynolds and sjodahsjodal 63

we are reminded in the articles of faith written through revelation by joseph

smith if there is anything virtuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy we seek

after these things pearl of great price 61 it is through creating a religious dance using

these principles that I1 seek a greater understanding of these women from the book of

mormon

in more recent years leaders of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

have come forward and encouraged artists to create religious art in 1967 boyd K

packer as a member of the quorum ofthe twelve wrote in his address entitled arts and

the spirit odtheof the lord go to then you who are gifted cultivate your gift develop it in

any of the arts and in every worthy example of them I1 increase our spiritual heritage

in music in art in literature in dance in drama65drama 65 spencer W kimball a recent
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president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints also stated in 1976 the

story ofofmormonismmormonism has never yet been written nor painted nor sculpted nor spoken it

remains for inspired hearts and talented fingers yet to reveal themselves 4 president

kimball encouraged those worthy members of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints who have the means and ability to create to go forth and produce great works of

art he went on to teach that the creation of such work is a form ofpraise to our lord for

the gifts with which we have been blessed

by developing religious art the artist can share with others his or her testimony of

the truth and knowledge found in the gospel through this choreographic exploration I1

hope to be able to follow the teachings of these leaders by expressing the admiration I1

have for the women in the book of mormon through my choreography these women

have enriched my own testimony to the extent that I1 feel compelled to share with others

my perception of their greatness

delimitationslimitationsDe

this study was delimited to an interpretation of specific moments in the lives of

sariah the wife ofking lamoni and abish servant to the queen and the ammonite

mothers of the sons ofofhelamanshelamansHelamans two thousand stripling warriors the dancers

performing the choreography were members ofthe contemporary dance theater at

ricks college the choreography portrayed experiences in the lives of these women that

undoubtedly had a tremendous effect on them and others the choreography was created

as a suite and become a part of the contemporary dance theater repertoire the

choreography was also supported from inception to production by a variety of artwork

these pieces of art were used to gain inspiration for movement to clarify images for the
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performers and to help enlighten the audience as to the intent of the choreography

although there is a variety ofvisual art and poetry that represents or complements this

subject matter I1 chose pieces that best supported the work

limitations

although the stories of these women are powerful and inspiring their impact

often comes as a result of their interaction with men however the contemporary dance

theater in general has few men who audition and participate in the company As a

result the company alone was not be able to provide sufficient numbers ofmen to fill

these roles therefore it was necessary to represent certain episodes containing large

numbers ofmen in a creative fashion second there is little suggested about the

personalities or the mental and emotional states of these women so it will be up to me to

portray these intimaciesintimacies through associative experience assumption or inspiration

definition of terms

articles of faith statements which summarize some of the basic doctrines

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

book of mormon a volume ofholy scripture a record of gods dealings with

the ancient inhabitants of theme americas containing the fullness of the everlasting gospel

as does the bible B ofofmM

contemporary dance theatre a modem based dance company at ricks college

dispensation a period of time during which the lord reveals or dispenses the

doctrines of the gospel to men so that reliance need not be placed on past ages for this

saving knowledge mcconkie 200
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LDS an acronym for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints or its

members

pure movement that which comes directly from an emotion

religious dance dance based on religious or sacred themes intended to

acknowledge and praise god

spirit a gift that each member of the church receives which gives promptings to

guide one to truth also known as the holy ghost mcconkie 752753752 753

worworshiphi a process that expresses joy gratitude praise or acknowledges our

heavenly father which can be performed in any setting
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chapter 2

review of literature

women in the book ofmormon

sariah

the book ofofnephinephi located in the book of mormon teaches about the lives of

lehi and his family as they were instructed to leave their home in jerusalem and travel

into the wilderness 2 ne 121 2 this story is often referred to as nephis account or

lehisgehis story however one cannot forget the many others that traveled with him

sariah was the wife of lehi and the mother ofeight children including nephi laman

lemuel and sam she was extremely trusting of her husband who had been led into the

wilderness through a vision camille S williams and donna lee bowen wrote on this

very subject in a 1992 ensign they state sariah was obligated to move with her

husband there is no evidence that she was less than supportive during the move but

neither is there evidence that she received visions 39 it was through her faith and

trust in her husband that she was able to leave the land of their inheritance as well as her

gold silver and precious things 1 I1 ne 2.42424

leaving a comfortable life must have been difficult for sariah yet she remained

supportive respecting the desires ofher husband until the moment she thought she might

have lost that which is dear to all mothers the lives of her children lehi sent his sons

nephi laman lemuel and sam back to jerusalem to retrieve plates of brass that

contained the writings ofhis people this return to jerusalem to get the brass plates may

have taken more than a week during the absence ofher sons sariah mourned for them

despairing that they were lost she complained against her husband saying my sons are
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no more and we perish in the wilderness B ofofmM 1 ne 5.25252 sariah was well aware

of the dangers that faced her sons causing her great concern this overwhelming grief

consumed her as she went to lehi for comfort lehi bore testimony to sariah that god

would deliver their sons out of the hand ofoflabanlaban 1 I1 ne 5.55555 he also pointed out that

those who stayed in jerusalem would perish it takes great faith to trust not only the

lord but also those through whom he speaks williams and bowen 36 this was the

stewardship of sariah to follow the teachings of her husband the prophet

when her children later returned from the jjourneyourneybourney sariah bore strong testimony

of lehisgehis calling stating now I1 know of a surety that the lord hath commanded my

husband to flee into the wilderness yea and I1 also know ofa surety that the lord hath

protected my sons and delivered them out of the hands ofoflabanlaban and given them power

whereby they could accomplish the things which the lord hath commanded them B of

M 1 ne 5.85858

abish and the wife ofking lamoni

ideals of love and faith are taught through the story of abish a laminiteminitecaminiteLa servant

and the queen of king lamoni although the name oflarnonisoflamontslaiLarnonis queen is never

mentioned her example of immediate and instinctive knowledge demonstrates faith in

gods servants ammon who was a prophet of god was working for king lamoni as a

shepherd an experience with a wicked group ofoflamaniteslamanitesLamanites allowed ammon to prove

his faithfulness to the king causing the king to question ammon about his beliefs and

intentions after ammon taught the king the plan of redemption the king realized that

ammons words were true the king then fell to the ground as if he were dead

becoming overwhelmed with the spirit B ofofmM alma 18.36421836421836421836 42 the queen had such
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great love for her husband that she stayed by his side for two days believing he was not

dead learning of the greatness ofofammonammon through rumors of the servants the queen

summoned him to her husbands bedside affirming thou art a prophet of a holy god

and thou hast power to do many mighty works in his name alma 19.4194194 ammon came

forth and assured her that her husband would rise the next day after doing this he asked

the queen if she believed that her husband would rise she replied by saying 1I have had

no witness save thy word and the word of our servants nevertheless I1 believe that it shall

be according as thou hast said alma 19.9199199 due to the remarkable faith of this woman

ammon said blessed art thou because of thy exceeding faith I1 say unto thee woman

there has not been such great faith among all the people of the nephitesNephites aimaalmaahna 19191019.10iglo10

shortly after this account the king did rise As he rose he stretched out his hand and said

blessed be the name of god and blessed art thou alma 19.121912

we read on in the book ofmormon of how ammon king lamoni his wife and

all their servants prayed mightily unto the lord until everyone was overcome by the

power of the spirit everyone except abish abish did not fall because she had already

been converted by the spirit through the teachings ofher father abish had gained great

faith through his teachings following his experience with a remarkable vision alma

19.161916 although no one else in her community shared her faith abish held her

testimony close to her heart until the day came when she was inspired by the spirit to

reveal her knowledge of the gospel alma 19.171917

draw strength from the book of mormon an article written by ruth B

wright identifies the conversion of abish many years in advance as having prepared her

to be able to recognize the spirit 79 after being overcome by the spirit abish took the
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hand of the queen to raise her from her sleepsteep As soon as she did the queen rose to her

feet crying 0 blessed jesus who has saved me from an awful hell 0 blessed god have

mercy on this people B ofofmM alma 19.291929 williams and bowen described the actions

ofofabishabish in bringing the land of the laminiteslaminitisLaminites to an understanding of the gospel stating

later when lamoni his wife and the LamaLatnalainalamaniteslatnanitesnites were all overcome by

the spirit abishsabisha long faithful vigil bore fruit she alone ofall the

laminiteslaminitisLaminites in the palace was prepared to recognize the lords hand in

these events As servants in the palace reacted in confusion she hoped

that if others saw what was happening they along with their king and

queen would believe ammons words she rushed out calling people to

assemble in the palace of the king 38

it was through the faith of these woman along with their ability to be guided by the

spirit that an entire nation was converted to the gospel

the mothers of the two thousand stripling warriors

heiarHelarhelamanshelarnanslamansHe nans two thousand stripling warriors are known for their bravery courage

and willingness to fight for an adopted country helaman called these men his sons due

to the fact that they were so young he once stated that his sons were exceedingly

valiant for courage and also for strength and activity B ofofmM alma 53.205320 he wrote

to captain moroni saying they were men who were true at all times in whatsoever thing

they were entrusted yea they were men of truth and soberness for they had been taught

to keep the commandments of god and to walk uprightly before him aimaalmaahna 53.20225320225320 22

in a time of great distress during a battle between helamanslamansHe army and the

lamanitesLamanites we witness one of the most significant stories in theme book of mormon
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helaman knowing he did not have the sufficient numbers in his army to stand against the

laminiteslaminitisLaminites asked his sons what say ye my sons will you go against them to battle B

ofofmM alma 5644 darwin L and kim thomas write there followed one of the great

scenes of the book of mormon and one of the great lessons mormon was using this

space to teach youth 11 moroni recaptured the account in a letter written to helaman

stating never had I1 seen so great courage nay not amongst all the nephitesNephites his sons

response to his call for duty humbled helaman as they replied behold our god is with

us and he will not suffer that we should fall we would not slay our brethren if they

would let us alone therefore let us go helaman knowing that they had never fought in

a battle before was overwhelmed with their commitment and lack of fear of death

helaman continues in his letter writing they had been taught by their mothers that if

they did not doubt god would deliver them alma 56.44485644485644485644 48

helaman thus paid one of the greatest compliments in all scripture to those

courageous women they had provided a foundation of faith with which their sons could

enter the battlefield inexperienced and outnumbered that faith was rewarded for

moronis sons fought as if with the strength ofgod J with such miraculous strength

and with such mighty power J that they did frighten the lamanitesLamanites Helheihelamanarnan

explains further with great joy that through their exceptional faith not one soul had

fallen to the earth B of M alma 56.565656

the teaching of the warriors mothers gave them strength and faith to fight battles

they were not otherwise prepared to fight eugene england writes in his address

moroni and his captains men of peace in a time ofwar that these marvelous

mothers taught their sons to put on the whole armor of god to place their trust in the
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lord and to doubt not by so doing not one of these young men was lost 29 we also

read in the commentarycommenlaa of the book ofmormon

their mothersmothers55 teachings and their mothers prayers were weapons of

destruction to their foes and shields ofdefense to themselves they went

forth conquering and to conquer and only the all seeing one knows how

much the teachings of those saintly women effected towards the

preservation of the nephite commonwealth from imminent destruction

reynolds and sjodahl 250

other mediums of expression

poetry

after an extensive search in church magazines books and articles I1 was able to

find poetry about these specific women through a study of these poems I1 was able to

enhance my knowledge of these women through another persons perspective using

these poems as a resource I1 found inspiration within the written words

the following poem is entitled the mother ofofnephinephi written in the early 1900s

by louisa L green richards

sariah mother how thy heart was torntom

As oer thy sons long absence thou didst mournmoum

with thoughts ofoflamanlaman thou mightstmighfstmightntmight st well he tried

knowing his vengeful spirit and his pride

why shouldstshouldshouldntst thou not be fearfulfearftd he might slay

in his fierce anger nephi by the way
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or that averted thou wouldst ponder then

laban with ease might slay thy four young men

except the lord to show had deemed it best

to nephisnephtsnephus mother how he should be blest

how could she know that he should surely live

that god to him would such great favor give

though lehi told her all these thing would be

blind with anxiety how could she see

he named to comfort her their promised land

and strove to soothe and help her understand

ah Sariasansarlasariahsi hs faith was tried when she was left

to feel herselfofall her sons bereft

when we consider that sore chasteningchastening touch

we must believe the father loved her much

sariah mother how thou didst rejoice

to hear again the sound ofofnephisnephis voice

to hear him breathe once more the sacred name

my mother as into the tent he came
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let mother hearts assume to count the cost

to mother heart that mourns her sons lost

her joy unmeasured let them try to tell

when god returns her children safe and well 39

two poems were found on abish the first by donnell hunter who was awarded
the eliza R snow poetry contest winner in 1977 this poem depicts abish reflecting on
the teachings ofotherher father as is found in alma 1916

this must be the day

lord has reasons my father said

why we see signs

no other lamanite knows

if we hold fast

someday hell show us why

he clung to his hope

faithful to death

abish the sign must not have been for me

but you

remember what I1 saw

be true

someday someone will need

to show the way

be there believing

and when that day comes
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youll know 7

mildred hunts poem on abish describes a discussion abish is having with

herself at the moment king lamoni and his wife are struck down with the spirit hunt

has titled this poem abish there is no publication information available for this poem

dare I1 dare I1 touch her

stay back I1 say

there lies my queen as in death

her arms across the king

and the nephite close by

all overcome all silent inert

oh beautiful lady my queen

but an hour ago I1 plaited your abundant hair

black as the condor and as sleek

I1 wove the plaits around you dead

to hold your golden crown

fastened emeralds among them

the jewels live in this mornings light

while my queen lies lifeless

stay back I1 tell you dont press

they live they live all three

yea the nephite too
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sheath your swords you flocks scatterers

the nephitesNephites god has eyes that see through stone

to guard his own

now can ye doubt and see

mogonah lying there

still grasping sword in his still hand

back I1 say back cease threatening

ah sweet lady my king

my dear nephite who smiles yet in his sleep

dear god who loves us all

both dark and fair

help me

sweet mistress arise

through jesus name and through his love

I1 say arise

oh see attend ye one and all

the queen rises

she calls the king

ah blessed hour

ah blessed sunrise for my people 19

olive mafatelafate wilkins captured the story ofofhelamanshelamansHelamans two thousand warriors in a

section of her epic poem written in 1950 entitled from cumorahsCumorahs lonely hill
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moroni received a long message

about the two thousand young men

how they clung to the faith of their mothers

and god was indeed leading them

it was helaman wrote of their valor

and spoke how his sons noble fought

they were glad to defend their own homeland

gods love they continually sought

they had been in the midst of thick battle

the lamanite gave up in vain

when the nephitesNephites again were all counted

not one of these young men was slain

one could hardly expect such a blessing

that none of the two thousand died

it was only through gods holy power

upon which these boys had relied

many battles were fought and were ended

great cities were lost and reclaimed

many thousands had been slain and wounded

gods spirit in nephitesNephites remained 113
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visual art

in order to find visual art that would complement the choreography and represent

certain moments in the lives of these women I1 went to the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints museum ofhistory and art located in salt lake city this museum

has the most extensive collection of artwork created by members ofthe church of jesus

christ of latter day saints at the museum I1 was able to locate several paintings that

represented moments in the lives of these women which I1 have chosen to explore in the

dance

although there were several paintings depicting sariah Nnephi andpadgad his brothersbrptegrs

return with the brass plates by gary smith was the only painting found to represent

sariahsSariahs longing for her sons it is a beautiful painting that captures the excitement of

sariah as she sees her sons for the first time after they were sent back to jerusalem to

retrieve the brass plates

four paintings portray moments in the life ofofabishabish they are abish and the

quequeen by sherrie H thomas womenkomenbomen of exceeding faith the queen and abish by ann

croft lamonismonislabonisLa queen by blanche P wilson and because of thy exceeding faithuitfalthmit by

sherilynn boyer doty because of thy exceeding faith was the painting I1 chose to

support the story ofofabishabish and Lalamonislamontsmonislabonis queen it was chosen for its color and detail but

most importantly it contains all four witnesses of that account ammon Lanlamoniioniloni abish

and lamonismonislabonisLa queen

farewell my stripling alamylamwarrioror by del parson taught by their momothersakers1kers by judy

cooley and what power a mothers teteachings by elaine smith were all helpful in
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providing images about the account of the stripling warriors however I1 selected what

power a mothermothers s teaching for its distinct uniqueness of lines and symmetry

music

music was reviewed by way ofthe internet catalogs and library and bookstore

listening stations while no music compositions were found that had been specifically

composed for these particular scenes from the book ofmormon there were several

compositions by various LDS composers that would compliment the choreography too

many to list in this study during my search I1 became aware of the work of jay richards

his music assisted me in creating a mood and atmosphere conducive with the lives of

these women I1 chose to use combinations of selections taken from the CDs entitled

journeyy home and passages

conclusion

through studying these women I1 have come to further understand the power of

their stories and how their example of faith can help strengthen our own testimonies it is

through creating a religious dance integrating art created by members of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints that I1 seek to share this knowledge with others
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chapter 3

procedures

the following is an outline of the procedures that were used in preparation for this

masters thesis

selection of theme

through a great deal ofprayer study and research I1 chose specific women from

the book ofmormon whom I1 felt had made a tremendous impact on those with whom

they associated I1 carefully studied the book ofmormon in search of an event that

inspired me spiritually and emotionally along with scenes of dramatic intensity that

could be recreated through movement

visual art

A great deal of time was spent locating pieces of artwork created by members of

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which would represent the specific

moments I1 had chosen three separate paintings were chosen framed and displayed in

the lobby of the auditorium preceding the performance each painting represented a

section of the choreography and was framed accordingly A frame specialist was

consulted for help with style and color choice each framed artwork was unique in color

and design and appropriately complemented the choreography

the artwork was displayed in the lobby of the performance space on a long table

draped with fabric similar to that of the costumes silk plants poetry and small frames

containing the names of the artwork and the artist were placed on the table to create an

atmosphere resembling that of the choreography during the welcome and introduction

of the concert the audience was invited to view the artwork in order to have a better
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knowledge of the dance these paintings helped the dancers and the audiences gain a

greater understanding of the significance of this choreographic work A picture of this

display can be found in appendix H

music

music played an important part in the development of the choreography

originally I1 had selected only the music of jay richards from his CDs titled joumjourney

home and passagespassaggpassagees to accompany the movement however amid the process I1 became

concerned with the lack of dynamics found within the music at this point sam cardon

gave me a CD entitled Earthearth cinema this music perfectly fit the theme and style of the

choreography by using music from both composers and the artwork to enliven the

choreography a sense of unity and clarity was developed throughout the movement

poetry

selected poems written by members of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints were used to enhance my understanding and for inspiration for the choreography

I1 also included sections of the text in the performance full text of the poems are found

in chapter 2 review of literature

program notes and introductions

program notes were used to introduce the topic of the thesis and each individual

section it was hoped that by doing this the viewer would have a better understanding of

the scriptures from which the movement was taken before the performance began a

scripted introduction was played over the sound system which introduced the thesis and

the importanceandimportance and significance behind this study after the performance another script
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was read which identified the important role these women played in bringing the gospel

into the hearts of many

choreography

the choreography was approached through a number ofmethods due to the

spiritual nature of this piece I1 attempted to immerse myself in the lives of these women

from the book ofmormon hoping to be led intuitively by the spirit to create movement

that captured and represented briefmoments from their lives by striving to maintain a

worthy and humble state there were moments that I1 was able to enjoy the blessings of

inspiration it has been written that truly spiritual beings walk in the light ofpersonal

revelation and enjoy the frequent promptings of the holy ghost mcconkiemcconkle 760 with

this knowledge I1 felt blessed to be able to receive promptings that guided the

choreographic process to show the faith of these women and the sacrifice they had to

endure I1 also investigated methods of narration representational movement and

imagery to find ways to enhance the understanding and clarify the intent of the

choreography

once movement was developed I1 used specific techniques developed by ann

dirksen a writer and choreographer of liturgical dance to direct the dancers through this

choreographic process 141614 16 first I1 chose a quiet time in the studio to listen to

selections of great choirs and orchestras the dancers and I1 then read passages from the

scriptures inspirational books poetry and spiritual messages in keeping with that which

was to be symbolized second in an effort to feelfeetreel the beauty of the music the dancers

and I1 listened to the chosen compositions opening our minds to visual images and then

discussing them third we studied religious paintings in order to become more sensitive
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to the need for dignity and beauty of line and detail finally we analyzed the true

meaning ofeach movement phrase discussing and clarifying in detail the intent 15

throughout this choreographic process I1 felt it prudent to keep in mind the words

of walter sorell a dance writer and critic who addressed the theme of liturgical dance for

many newspaper and magazine publications sorell felt choreographers must be

extremely careful not to produce movement that is boisterous and flamboyant the use

of excessive movements costumes lighting and props can take away from the

sacredness of the dance sorell stated that successful dances that have been created using

religious themes communicate based on utter simplicity rather than cliches of

movement sacred dance revisited 17 it was the use of these methods when creating

this religious work of art that heightened and clarified the performance

this project was presented in its final stage at contemporary dance theatre

concert on march 81020011020018 at in the ricks college kirkham auditorium over 1570

tickets were sold making this a memorable occasion for both the performers and myself

all three performances went extremely well as each dancer successfully portrayed the

spirit and essence of the piece

selection of dancers

the dancers were selected from members of the contemporary dance theater of

ricks college other dancers were brought in for the purpose of completing certain

scenes in order to properly represent the women I1 specifically chose dancers who were

not only technically proficient but also capable of connecting emotionally and spiritually

with the women they portrayed
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rehearsals

dancers were chosen in september 2000 as part of the contemporary dance

theatrestheartresTheatres fall auditions rehearsals began tuesday january 9920012001 they were held

every tuesday and thursday from 8001100800 1100 am and saturday from 8001200800 1200 pm

the first section choreographed was the solo A mothers journey and was rendered in

two weeks after the completion of this dance rehearsal for taught by their mothers

beganbeizanbaizan and continued until february 99thath at this time I1 traveled with the performers to

brigham young university to gain feedback on choreography from my committee after

returning from BYU rehearsal for because of thy exceeding faith began at this

point I1 became concerned with the limited time remaining until the performance and held

extra rehearsals in the evening for the soloist the final staging and light setting occurred

one week before the performance

lights

special lights were used four wall entertainment company las vegas NV in to

create the desired effects six scrollers which change the light tree colors along with

three intelligent lights which can be programmed to focus anywhere on the stage were

used to enhance and accentuate the mood of the piece the intelligent lights were also

used to draw the audience into a specific moment onstageonstage A general three electric wash

was hung overhead using red blue and amber lavender highsideshighsides were placed on the

first two electrics to enhance the facial features along with general pink and blue face

lights the scrim and cyclorama were used several times to create a background of color

and dimension
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costumes

the costumes were designed through a collaborative effort between ricks college

dance department and costume shop and myself the paintings found in appendix B

were studied for design color texture and style in developing the designs for the

costumes the fabric was chosen to match exactly that of the clothing in the paintings

stencils were created to replicate the floral design on the dress ofofabishabish and the

geometric shapes located on the bed ofking lamoni in the painting located on all

figures in each of the paintings was an extensive adornment ofjewelryoflewelry and headpiecesheadpieces

this specifically represented the time and culture and was therefore used in the

costuming of this piece the costumes created for the warriors deviated from those seen

in the painting in order to meet the costume standards held by ricks college props were

created to enhance the performance and closely replicated objects depicted in the

paintings spears pouches slung over the shoulder and protective fur were used to

represent the warriors in battle

publicity

I1 prepared posters and flyers that were used to aid in the publicity for this concert

there was also an article in the ricks college newspaper as well as radio

advertisements concert announcements were sent to all dance faculty at ricks college

funding

A grant of 4845 through the ricks college fine arts division entitled

expressions of the spirit provided financing for this project the ricks college dance

department and the contemporary dance theatre also assisted with funds totaling

1600 the grant detailing the cost and need for support can be found in the appendixtheappendix A
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evaluation

an anfortinfortinformalnalnai gathering of selected audience members and committee members in

attendance was held directly after the performance the participants were asked to

evaluate the work for choreographic content clarity of intent and believable

representation of the selected women from the book of morrMortmormonnon observations made

during this discussion were used to illuminate the evaluation sections in chapters 4 and 5

1I used a video recording of the work to analyze and critique the performance
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chapter 4

choreographic process and presentation

the emphasis for this choreography was to develop movement that would capture

the essence and emotions of specific moments in the lives of women in the book of

mormon I1 approached this choreographic process differently than any of my previous

works the majority of my preparation came from studying the lives of these women

due to the limited writings and information found I1 chose to make speculations and

conclusions regarding how they might have reacted during crucial moments in their lives

by doing this and focusing on the impact they had on the lives of the people around them

I1 believe I1 was able to gain a greater awareness of who these women were I1 then placed

myself in the specific moments by using visualization and intuition I1 found it beneficial

to portray not only the individual but also all of those involved in the scenario through

this process I1 felt more connected and was able to better imagine the impact and depth of

the story in order to stay clear and focused when I1 finally began to create movement

phrases I1 continually referred back to the information I1 had gathered for a more

complete understanding of this work it is suggested that the performance videocassettevideocassette

be viewed in conjunction with the reading of this thesis

preparing the dancers

As part of the choreographic process I1 felt it imperative to share with the

performers all the information I1 had gathered to help them grasp the significance of the

choreographic and performance journey on which we were preparing to embark the

methods of ann dirksen a choreographer and writer of liturgical dance were used to set

a sacred tone that was maintained throughout the rehearsals these methodsincludedmethods included
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listening to selections of great choirs and orchestras reading spiritual messages studying

religious paintings and analyzing the meaning of each movement phrase 141614 16 each

dancer was also asked to study on their own the specific written accounts of these

women in the book of mormon by doing so the performers brought their own

perspectives and insights to the rehearsals this allowed for individual testimonies to be

shared with the group and in the final steps of the journey for these testimonies to be

shared with the audience during the performance along with these readings the

performers and I1 studied the chosen artwork analyzing the emotions commitment and

intent found within through the study of these paintings the dancers were able to

identify with a character they had never met before the influence of these paintings

provided certain information regarding the feelings of the people they were portraying

and the importance of their lives

midway through the choreographic process I1 took the performers to salt lake

city to view the Tetestamentestamentstamen this is a film developed and produced by the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints focusing on the life of christ and his visit to ancient

america the film was viewed in hopes of enlightening the performers concerning the

lifestyles cultures and mannerisms of the people of this time it was also viewed to

demonstrate the fact that testimonies can be shared through an artistic product this was

a very positive experience for the performers as well as for me I1 was so deeply touched

by the power of the images seen on the screen this was a perfect example of art being

used to express a religious and sacred story I1 came away from this film believing that if

I1 could create a work of art that would in some way touch the lives of people the way this

film had this process would truly be a success following the film the performers had
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the opportunity to present an informal showing of the work to my graduate committee it

was at this time that one of the greatest transformations took place as the dancers began

to recognize with deeper convictions the stories of these women and the potential these

stories had to strengthen their own personal testimonies of faith they began to

personally relate to the characters they were portraying taking ownership of the dance

and thus empowering the performance

choreographic description

the following is a brief description of the choreographic process in which specific

examples of movement will be used to illuminate certain choreographic concepts

following the discussion I1 will evaluate the performance using feedback from the

performers the audience and the graduate committee

the first section was titled A mothers journey this title was chosen for two

reasons first it represents the physical journey sariah was asked to take as her husband

lehi was commanded to travel into the wilderness second it represents the spiritual

journey of sariah as she was tormented with doubt about leaving her home and following

her husband the choreography for this section represents several moments as sariah

fears she has lost her sons she is confused as to why her husband their father would

sacrifice the lives of their children she is also concerned for her own safety as well as

the others that were traveling with them

the curtain opened on a set depicting the painting nephi and his brothers return

with the brass platpiatplatespiatesea by gary smith A tent draped with fur large boulders ceramic

pottery and foliage adorned stage right while sariah stood downstage left facing

upstage the music began as she walked toward the tent with heavy feet and a limp
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upper body representing an aged woman stricken with grief the movement continued to

express sorrow with intermittent moments of disbelief as she stared off into the distance

or gazed heavenward throughout the piece movements were used that reflected

moments of raising a child images of cradling a baby embracing and caressing the

brow of a sick child helped to bring honesty to the choreography the most powerful

moment came when sariah collapsed with grief which is shown using shoulder

contractions and body convulsions to represent weeping the dance ends with sariah

walking back toward the tent as she had done in the beginning she places a scarf on top

of her head very slowly with a clear intent of bereavement As she does this she hears

someone coming and she turns to see her sons walking towards her with disbelief in

her eyes a conversion takes place in her heart and she reaches out with her arms to

embrace her lost sons

during the choreography of this piece I1 was challenged with the fact that the

dancer I1 had chosen to portray sariah who was an elderly women with grown children

was only nineteen because she had not yet experienced motherhood I1 found myself

having to explain moments in great detail in order to help her grasp the depth of feeling I1

wanted embodied although this was a time consuming process it forced me to know

exactly what emotion I1 wanted for each choreographed phrase this clarity allowed the

performer to be articulate and convincing in her execution of the dance stylistically

movement for this section was soft and delicate yet weighted and grounded it was my

intention to create an image that represented sariah being surrounded by nature both its

beauty and its challenges in order to create movement both powerful and picturesque
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the second piece was titled this must be the day this title represents the

words ammon spoke to queen lamoni after being asked if she believed his teachings B

of M alma 19.121912 the piece opened with ammon standing over king lamoni who has

been stricken down by the spirit the great love of the queen was evident as she sat

clasping the hand of the king while abish the queensqueen s servant stood faithfully by the

bedside ammon danced using clean strong lines as he glided across the floor due to

the many years that had passed since the days ofoflehilehilehl and sariah along with theme loss of

gospel influence ammons movement differed dramatically from that of the previous

section it was my intent to choreograph this section as more angular and flat

representing a change in time and culture this change also allowed for a different mood

and feeling among the performers while they danced

the movement continued representing the powerful strength of a young man as

ammon boldly stood with his armsanusanns outstretched gazing heavenward ammon then

reached for the queen which represented his sharing the gospel with her the queen

advanced toward ammon and together they danced the phrase ammon previously

performed with only small direction and timing changes these changes were used to

express the individuality and unity among the performers as they experienced the power

of the priesthood the music faded as the lights drew the audience to the bed of lamoni

lamoni rose as ammon had promised and reached out with his arms to express the joy he

felt receiving the gospel B of M alma 19.8198198 lamoni then beckoned to his wife and

was again overcome by the spirit the queen reached toward lamoni and was struck

down by the spirit alma 19.131913 ammon carried the queen to lamoni and placed her on

his chest ammon then became filled with joy as he fell to his knees in prayer during
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this time ammon was also overwhelmed with the spirit and fell to the ground alma

19.141914

1I found this portion of the dance extremely challenging to choreograph with so

many being struck down with the spirit I1 had to discover ways to represent the story

without being comical this was achieved through the use of light changes silence and

complete commitment from the performers

abish alone remained standing she observed the three of them lying motionless

on the floor and began to truly recognize her stewardship while she recalled the voice of

her father and his teachings of the gospel B of M alma 19.171917 abish had been

converted many years earlier due to a remarkable vision experienced by her father

alma 19.161916 this moment was portrayed through the reading of a poem written by

donnell hunter and spoken by becky foster see appendix F As this poem was read

abish circled the bed of king lamoni and contemplated the words of her father the

following is a section of this poem at which time abishsabislfsabisha movement became more direct

and determined abish the sign must not have been for me but you remember what I1

saw be true the music to this point carried a slow and melodic tone that enhanced the

internal movement struggle of abish As her determination grew the music instigated an

underlying percussive fugue that followed abish as she ran from one side of the stage to

the other representing the words written in alma and supposing that this opportunity

by making known unto the people what has happened among them that by beholding this

scene it would cause them to believe in the power of god therefore she ran forth from

house to house making it known unto the people alma 19.171917 As abish ran from side

to side twelve dancers entered from stage right this entrance represented the rushing in
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of king lamonismonislabonisLa people who were frightened and concerned for the well being of the

household alma 19.181918 through the dancers execution of a set phrase with several

directional changes broken by random walking at different timings a feeling of chaos

was established the dancers then broke into two separate groups representing those that

believed in the words of abish and those that did not the scene ended in silence as

abish desperate to prove the truthfulness of her words reached for the hand of the queen

in the hope of bringing her to her feet alma 19.291929

the queen arose and ran to center stage with her arms outstretched in joyous

celebration and gratitude to god for his mercy B of M alma 19.291929 the music began

again as the queen reached her hand toward abish and together they danced the

following section was a moment not found directly in the scriptures however it

represented a bond and a love felt between two women as they together shared a

monumental moment the performers embraced with one arm circling around each other

and the other delicately placed to the side they circled the stage in opposite directions

came back together and clasped hands this gesture was used throughout the

performance to represent strength and love between the women the movement

continued with subtle gestures of support as they leaned on one another once again

reaching for each others hands following the dance between the queen and abish the

queen went forth to her husband and by touching his hand caused him to rise to his feet

alma 19.301930 the dance ended with all four characters ammon abish the king and

the queen in humble contemplation of all that had taken place

the third section was titled what power a mothers teachings and depicted

the story of helamanslamansHe two thousand stripling warriors my intent was to demonstrate
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the beauty and splendor found in the mothers of these laminitecaminiteLaminite warriors beginning with

three women in a tableau upstage right As the music started one woman lifted her hand

and placed it on the shoulder of another this action continued until all the women were

bound together using the touching of hands to represent their unity this beginning scene

was portrayed several times throughout the choreography and was influenced by the

painted images

As the choreography continued the tableau began to express a much stronger

meaning the clasping of hands depicted the love and bond that is passed from mother to

daughter from generation to generation it took many rehearsals and suggested imagery

from my graduate committee in order for this image to become clear however when it

finally happened it was a powerful experience for both the performers and the audience

the dance continued with the addition of five more dancers entering stage right

and six entering from stage left the movement was fluid incorporating the use of long

lines of the legs and arms soft circular images carved through the space and gentle leaps

through the air although the movement in this section was soft it also represented a

sense of groundedness through a strong connection with the floor circular pathways

were used in order to create images of unity and strength movement phrases performed

in a canon added interest to the choreography through level and spatial changes

throughout the choreography movement phrases were introduced by the women and

then seen in a later section performed by male dancers this was used to demonstrate the

teachings of mothers to their sons and will be discussed in more detail during the

description of this section
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entered from stage left their movement was juvenile and filled with laughter as they

pushed and pulled one another in playful wrestling the images on stage were

reminiscent of young teenage boys testing out their newfound strength yet still

influenced by the love of their mothers the music has a folk dance feel to it which

influenced the choreography into quick footwork using turns and weight changes to

manipulate the rhythm the mothers never made physical contact with the boys yet they

wove in and out among them following the boys as they moved from one side of the

stage to the other at one point all of the women joined hands and using modified

grapevine steps traveled in a pathway that encircled the boys this moment represented

the fact that it took an entire community of mothers grandmothers sisters and neighbors

to influence these boys in making the right choices the boys repeated movement

phrases performed by the mothers in the previous section adding their own strength and

commitment they also manipulated the spatial direction where movement was

previously performed which represented their own way of thinking this section ended

as the women formed a circle around the boys and together danced one more time before

the boys left for war the music ended as each boy was embraced by a woman

representing his mother saying goodbye as she placed a war spear in his hand one by

one the women left the stage encouraging the young men as they passed with a gentle

touch a soft embrace or a look of pride for the brave and courageous young men they

had become

the scrim turned a bright red balanced out with blue over headlights that

produced an exciting lighting effect that seemed to separate the warriors from the stage
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the movement was influenced by my years of growing up in arizona observing hopi and

navajo indian festivals with bent knees and hunched shoulders the boys poised and

prepared for battle the music changed dynamically as the warriors picked up their

spears and shook them at the audience drawing them into the performance adding an

element of danger and excitement the warriors each one taking on a different character

spun their weapons and jabbed them into the ground as if in the middle of a battle using

different timing the warriors fought creating a sense of chaos and adding a true sense of

war to the scene during this section the lights on the scrim changed to black and the

face lights changed to red producing the effect of late night even early the next morning

the lights helped to express to the audience the length of time the battle was fought

having started at dusk and now approaching early morning As the dance came to an end

the warriors all approached center facing upstage they raised their weapons over their

heads with not one soul having fallen to the earth B of M alma 56.565656 at this

moment the scrim lit up again this time the mothers stood in between the scrim and the

cyclorama facing forward each holding the hand of another as they had once done

before I1 believe this to be one of the most powerful moment of the choreography as the

influence of the mothers could truly be seen alma 56.475647 the lights finally faded to

black as a verbal conclusion was played over the sound system summarizing that acts of

faith can make a difference and strength can be found in ordinary women

evaluation

it was intended that this would be a personal journey with the intent to impact

lives however in order to assess the development of the choreography and judge the

effect it had on myself those who participated in it and those who viewed it evaluation
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was inevitable an informal process was used to gather information after the work was

performed the students participating in it were asked to write a brief paper on their

experiences A dinner was held after the last performance at which I1 was joined by my

graduate committee and other dance colleagues the project was then discussed and

feedback was given this session was videotaped in order to help recall specific

comments the actual performance was videotaped as well and viewed several times in

order to analyze the works using the information gathered I1 will address the success of

this project along with suggested improvements

As the choreography began it was my hope that those who would be involved in

the performance of this project would be as touched by the strength and faith of these

women as I1 had been I1 had no idea of the depth of discovery this experience would

bring to those who danced it As the performers shared their feelings about this piece I1

was humbled they expressed not only the testimony of faith they had gained from these

women but the faith they had in my choreography and me one student after being

chosen to play the role of abish wrote there had been no previous discussion or

audition which is what I1 thought would happen before you would choose the best dancer

suited for this parlpart it was then that I1 became very humbled realizing you had picked me

for a reason and that you would not carelessly pick just anyone for something so

important I1 was supposed to do this and I1 was anxious to get started and find out why

this same performer also expressed her newfound knowledge in the scriptures as she

related the strength of abish to go forth and share the gospel adding her own personal

desire to do the same
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the discussion between the committee members and myself following the

performance helped to illuminate details of the choreography and brought insight into the

work pat debenham cathy black and caroline prohosky were all pleased with the

outcome and overwhelmed by the mamagnitude9nitudeunitude of the work all three members agreed that

the third section taught by their mothers was the most successful in its consistency

from beginning to end having complete sense of connection between movement and

scenario prohosky addressed the use of stylistic spatial patterns and movement choices

which allowed for clarity throughout the piece black believed the most successful

aspect of the performance was the combination of music visual art poetry and

choreography stating the balance between all elements was a perfect fit Debendebenhamharn

suggested changing the order of the three sections so that the solo was in the middle of

the two group numbers thus breaking up the large numbers and giving the piece more

variety prohosky however did not agree completely with this change believing the

solo with its gripping beginning transports you to another time and place prohosky

continued by commending the level of maturity I1 was able to pull from the performers

which allowed for a feeling of completeness it was very fulfilling she stated

As I1 began to personally evaluate the work I1 reflected on two questions asked by

the committee 1 how is this piece different from the works you have done before

2 did you accomplish the goal of depicting the faith of the selected women from the

book of mormon and if so how the challenge I1 found in choreographingchoreographing this piece

was to always stay true and honest to the theme the movement had to depict the images

I1 intended to create in order to represent the characters chosen if I1 allowed the

movement to be created by shape and design only the depth of the intent would have
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been lost it was imperative to allow the emotion of the stories to influence the motion of

the choreography I1 also found it challenging to synthesize all of the artistic elements in a

way that would compliment each section yet allow for distinction

depicting the faith of these women was the primary goal of the choreography

this was done by representing moments of their lives when they demonstrated great faith

in challenging circumstances I1 believe that it was through these stories that the audience

experienced this faith thus strengthening their own testimonies the use of program

notes and scripted text along with the dancers personal conviction to the choreography

only heightened this experience

I1 truly believe this choreographic project was a success on all levels not only did

I1 grow from this experience I1 believe those who participated in or viewed it came away

from the performance with a better understanding of the faith of these women
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CHAPTERCHAPTERS5

summary conclusions and recommendations

summary

the purpose of this thesis was to research and choreograph a dance based on the

following women in the book of mormon sariah Lamonislaments queen abish and the

mothers of helamanslamansHe two thousand stripling warriors I1 had a desire to more fully

understand the great faith of these women and hoped that by experiencing their lives

through movement I1 would in some way understand the depth of their faith writings

about these women were researched and other artistic interpretations of specific moments

in their lives were used to accent and influence the choreography specific music visual

art and poetry created by LDS artists were inspirational in the development of the final

product the choreography was presented on march 81081020011020018 10 2001 in the ricks college

kirkham auditorium chosen to perform the choreography were dancers from the

contemporary dance theatre along with three additional men

conclusions

I1 discovered many wonderful things through the process of this choreographic

thesis As I1 began this journey I1 had no idea of the impact it would have on me

spiritually emotionally and physically by embodying the use of pure movement which

immediately comes from emotion I1 was able to develop my communication skills

through a dance vocabulary I1 struggled to create choreography that would depict a

specific emotion without becoming flamboyant and distracting I1 found that by using

unembellished movement to depict the stories of these women I1 was able to maintain the

sacredness of the dance
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the challenge to stay clear and focused on the intent was one of the hardest

obstacles to overcome with so many things influencing the outcome of the

choreography I1 sincerely tried to trust my instincts and follow inspiration as it guided me

through this process although I1 used many choreographic components to create this

dance I1 found that the more I1 studied the scriptures prayed and relied on the lord the

more pleased I1 was with the outcome of the movement phrases I1 was also able to gain

insight into the meaning of faith as I1 studied the lives of these women through the

challenge of choreography I1 was able to connect with these women and develop an

artistic presentation that I1 believe explained what constituted faith for them although

one can read about the life of another I1 have discovered that true understanding for me

comes through the creation and expression of movement by developing movement with

the intent to better comprehend a concept or scenario one is forced to look at it from

many different perspectives

I1 was also humbled by the overwhelmingly positive response I1 received from the

performers the audience and my committee many expressed the emotion they felt

during and after the performance as one of the greatest spiritual experiences they have

had through dance the performers were particularly articulate as they expressed how

they felt about the choreography and the opportunity they had to share their testimonies

through dance the ability these dancers have to bring the spirit into their performance is

what truly made it a success as they became living testimonies of the strength of these

ancient women the feelings of these performers and the experience they gained can be

summed up in two insightful quotes this process gave me such a desire to thank my

heavenly father for the talent that has been given to myself and CDT and the chance that
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we had to perform this sacred work and my spirit joined with the compcompanyanyss testimony

as we portrayed the truthfulness of the book of mormon the strength of righteous

women and faith in all things reading the words of these dancers instills in me the

desire to continue to create religious works

recommendations

go to then you who are gifted cultivate your gift develop it in any of the arts

and in every worthy example of them states boyd K packer due to the positive

feedback received on the concert and my own personal growth I1 agree with this

recommendation I1 found the methods listed and discussed in these writings to be

pertinent in the success of the dance thus encouraging any and all artists who feel

inspired to create religious works of art to take this knowledge and continue to explore

new ways to create scripture based dances choreographic possibilities to create

religious based works are limitless and are an effective tool in teaching others about the

gospel with this in mind I1 feel as though there should be more support for this type of

religious based work not only in creating opportunities for it in the future but also in

expanding its exposure through more performances to a broader audience
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november 292920002000

dear committee

I1 am submitting this letter to expressions of the spirit in hopes of obtaining partial

funding for a project I1 will be presenting in march of 2001 this choreographic project

is a thirty minute religious work integrating LDS music visual art and poetry in order to

interpret specific moments in the lives of the women from the book of mormon these

women are sariah the wife of king lamoni the servant abish and the ammonite

mothers of helamanslamansHe two thousand stripling warriors this work will be entitled

because of thy exceeding faith A choreographic portrayal of women in the book of

mormon at the conclusion of this project I1 will write a paper detailing the process and

outcome of the work this paper will then be published in the BYU library

in studying the book of mormon I1 have come across many examples of women

who faithfully followed prophets who led them in fact there are over one hundred and

fifty passages referring to women though only six are mentioned by name three of them

being biblical women the limited writings about these women may give the reader the

illusion that they are somehow less important because of the dominant focus on male

figures this is not the case howard W hunter said whether it be mother sariah or

the simple maid abish servant to the lamanite queen each made contributions

unacknowledged by the eyes of men but not unseen by the eyes of god

in reviewing the requirements of expressions of the spirit you will be pleased to

know that this project meets all of the proposed objectives first this choreographic

project uses the arts to strengthen and increase ones testimony of faith by providing
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examples of faith exercised by women of the book of mormon second through

research previously done in preparation for this project I1 have come across several talks

quotes stories and testimonies by leaders of the church of the greatness of art and the

impact it has on the gospel this knowledge will then be passed on to those individuals

involved in the choreographic process those who view the project and those that may

read the concluding writings third as this project is viewed I1 believe that it will have a

great impact on not only members of the church but non members as well for faith is a

nondenominational element for all to obtain this project will be performed on campus

as well as part of the extravadanceextravagance tour to the southwest states and mexico it is my

hope that the audience who views this work will gain a greater understanding of these

women and how their lives can be used as an example through this understanding

testimonies will be strengthened and a greater knowledge will be gained of how we can

incorporate the gospel and arts into our lives

whether a viewer of the project or a participant of the creative process it is

hoped that those involved will come away with a greater understanding of the strength

found within ordinary people this project encourages all to turn to the book of mormon

not just for stories of prophets overcoming adversity but for ordinary people who showed

faith in the prophets by supporting their teachings

I1 have recently spent eight weeks at the BYU campus and the museum of

church history and art in salt lake city researching this topic I1 have located artwork

and gained consent from the artist for it to be used in this project I1 have researched

original writings in the form of poetry on these women and I1 have selected the music to

be used I1 now intend to begin the creative stage of this project for which I1 am asking
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assistance the ricks college dance department is showing support through faculty

load and through the use of the dancers which are members of the contemporary dance

theater I1 have also give open invitations to others that have shown interest in

performing in this project this project will be performed on march 81081020011020018 10 2001 as part of

CDTs spring concert

I1 have spoken with a costume and lighting designer to gather an estimate of what

this production might cost I1 am also asking for assistance in the framing of the artwork

already purchased to assist in the evaluation and concluding writings on this project I1

intend to bring three individuals to view this work that I1 feel are well educated and

experienced in choreography of this nature I1 will also be taking the performers to salt

lake city to view the testament and present and informal showing at BYU there

will also be an array of miscellaneous items such as a fee to edit the music copy cost for

the small gathering to be held after the performance cost to videotape the performance

and three light lunches to be served to the participants during rehearsals that may last four

hours or longer I1 am also requesting finical support for the creative aspect of this

project the dance department has agreed to assist in the framing of the artwork and

funds from CDT will be donated to help in the costume construction the following is an

itemized list of the remaining needs

costume design and construction 1500

production design renting lights and construction of props 1000

framing of the artwork 1000

specialist to critique the project and trip to BYU travel food hotel 750

miscellaneous 650
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creative fee 1500

support from dance department 350

support from CDT 1200

total

4850

1I am very excited to begin this project if you need any further

information I1 will be glad to provide it thank you for you consideration

sincerely

wendy L bone

dance department
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nephi and his brothers return with the brass plates

by

gary smith
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because of thy exceeding faith

by

sheri lynn boyer doty
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what power a mothers teachings

by

elaine smith
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because of thy exceeding faith

latter day saints can draw strength from the book of mormon by gaining a greater

understanding of gods plan and by following examples set by those in this book the

book of mormon contains hundreds of examples of faithful followers with over 150

passages referring to women although there are many references to women only six of

them are mentioned by name three of them being biblical women the limited writings

about these women may give the reader the illusion that they are somehow less important

because of the dominant focus on male figures this is not the case formerfortner president of

the church howard W hunter said whether it be mother sariah or the simple maid

abish servant to the lamanite queen each made contributions unacknowledged by the

eyes of man but not unseen by the eyes of god

the following is a choreographic exploration representing moments in the lives of

sariah queen lamoni abish and the ammonite mothers of helamanslamansHe two thousand

stripling warriors

the stories of these women show that acts of faith can make a difference and that

strength can be found in the ordinary person it was through the faith of these women

that countless numbers were brought into the gospel these women should be an

example in our lives as we embrace their experiences to strengthen our own testimonies

these growing testimonies should then be shared with others throughout time dance

has been a way to do just that it combines the mind body and spirit in celebration for

all that we have been given and allows us to share the passions beliefs and convictions

that lie within each of us lloyd D newel writes sometimes as we consider the
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urge to express that joy by rising to our feet and dancing

dance can also be a way of worship of expressing joyfully our delight in the gifts

of god above all dance expresses love love of movement love of beauty love of

music and love of life itself brigham young commanded us to praise the lord in the

dance with a prayer of praise and thanksgiving the contemporary dance theatre

would now like to share with you their testimonies of the truthfulness of the restored

gospel and show gratitude to heavenly father of the gifts they have been given CDT

invites you to join them in praise as they humbly present majestic morning
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appendix F

photographs of the performance
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A mothers journey
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this must be the day
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taught by their mothers
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appendix G

art work display
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